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ABSTRACT
Multimedia streaming of mostly user generated content is an
ongoing trend, not only since the upcoming of Last.fm and
YouTube. A distributed decentralized multimedia streaming architectiire can spread tlie (traffic) costs to the User
nodes, but requires t o provide for load balancing and consider the heterogeneity of the participating nodes. We propose a DHT-based information gathering and analyzing architectiire which controls the streaming request assignment
in the system and thoroughly evaluate it in comparison t o
a distributed stateless strategy. We evaluated the impact
of the key parameters in the allocation function which considers the capabilities of the nodes and their contribution
to tlre system. Identifying the quality-bandwidth tradeoffs
of the information gathering system, we show that with our
proposed system a 53% better load balancing can be reached
and the efficiency of the system is significantly improved.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years online comtnunities emerged t h a t had a
strong focus on streaming of user generated niultimedia content. Starting with Last.fm [ 2 ] , a platform mainly for aiidio streaming, and YouTube [3], a platform for streaming of
video clips, a wide set of other platforms emerged. Common
t,o new platfornts is that the multimedia content is mainly
user createtl and provided.
Streaming of multimedia content states strict requirements
on the quality of service (QoS) provided by the system, as it
requires the contribution of various resources, ranging from
bandwidth to online time. As the multimedia content is usually large, stream providers have t o invest extensive amount
of bandwidth and online time.
These costs can on the one hand be provided by a server
farm arcliitecture, which results in significantly high monetary costs, this is currently the ca3e in the popular multi'Authors siipported by the DFG R.esearch Groiip 733,
"QuaP2P: Improvement of the Quality of Peer-to-Peer Systems" [I].
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media streaming platforms. O n the other hand, the costs
for service provisioning can be beard by the participating
nodes, the user's devices. Nodes a t the edge of the Internet
often have considerable amount of resources like bandwidth
or storage space available, that can be used. Distributed
content creation and sharing has been long researched in
the peer-to-peer (P2P) community. Whereas file sharing
was the main application in the P 2 P domain, multimedia
strearning may become the next significant application area
for P2P-based solutions. Applying the P 2 P paradigm, architectures can even scale t o millions of users by distributing
the load in the system on the peers.
Load balancing is a n important design goal in creating a
distributed multimedia streaming platform, which relies on
the contribution of the participating nodes. Once multimedia content is published in a distributed network, users consume and redistribute the content. Having various streaming provider for the same content leads t o the question how
t o maintain the information of the providing peers in a distribiited system and how t o allocate the requests of content
consumers t o content providers. T h e redistribution of the
content should be balanced on the participating peers so
that the costs for the system, from which all participants
benefit, are shared. Taking the heterogeneity of the nodes
into account can result in a load balanced system which does
not stress participants excessively but achieves to fulfill the
quality of service requirements stated by the users of the
multimedia streaming system.
T h e contribution of this paper is both a Iod-balanced architecture for P2P-based multimedia streaming and a stream
provider selection mechanism, which can be applied on any
distributed hash table (DHT). Having the multimedia content split u p in content blocks, we assign for each block a
responsible peer in the DHT. This peer maintains a list of
peers providing the specific content block. Requests for this
block are assigned by the D H T node t o the providing peers
by using a scoring function, which we present in this paper.
T h e scoring function determines the quality of a peer, considering its capabilities (heterogeneity) and its contribution
t o the system ( I o d balancing). We show t h a t in comparison
to a stateless dispatching, our solution results in a profit of
u p t o 109% (measured by the scoring/cost function) and is
capable t o decrease the standard deviation of the load in the
system by 53%.
T h e paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss solutions present for P2P-based multimedia streaming and P2Pbased content delivery networks in Section 2. In Section 3
we present our solution for DHT-based multimedia stream-

ing using the terminology and models introduced in the Same
section. In the evaluation Section 4 we present our simulation setup and cliscuss the results intensively. T h e paper
closes with a conclusion in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
A niajority of existing multimedia streaming systcms apply the client/server paracligm, where only servers or server
farms provide the content, which rcsiilts in scalability issues.
An increasing number of reqiiests can only be compensated
by extending the amount or capabilities of the servers.
To disburden the servers, solutions for P2P-enhanced multimetlia streaming has been deployed, like Kontiki [4], Octoshape [5] or BitTorrent DNA [6]. In these users that already received the content are helping t o redistribute it. In
contrast t o these approaches, which assume that t,he multimeclia content is generated only by one participant, upcoming multimedia streaming applications have t o facc the
challenge of all participants in a distributed network creating, providing and consuming multimedia content.
There are two kinds of multimedia streaming applications:
live streaming and video-on-demand (VoD) streaming [7].
T h e main difference is t h a t a VoD system does not care
about the freshness of the conterit, the videos are already
pre-encoded and can be played asynchronously. Therefore
the chunks can be distributed in any order and even be preloaded and cached in the network. Further, in VoD users can
seek forward and backward, which again encourages some
kind of pre-caching mechanisms. We focus on P2P-bwed
multimedia-on-clemand streaming, as the freshness of movie
clips or audio streams is rarely of importance in current
multimedia streaming platforms like YouTube or Last.fm.
Typical solutions for P2P VoD are either push-based application multicast trees or pull-based mesh systems. In a
push-based solution [8]the peers are organized in application
level multicast trees with the content source as root, which
pushes the d a t a towards the leaves. Contrariwise, in a pullbased system [9] a peer actively requests parts of d a t a from
available sources, which typically results in a mesh topology.
Tlie main benefit of pull-based solutions are lower costs, as
the multicast tree maintenance is expensive, and the higher
flexibilit,~in the source selection. Different strategies for
soiirce selections can be applied, like the scoring fiinction
proposed in this paper.
In [10] the authors propose a video-on-demand solution
which distributes the load for maintaining the content block
information as well. However, content provider related information is not maintained by a dedicatecl peer, buk iriqiiired
by the content requester any time a request is stated. This
results in an increased traffic overhead.
For multimedia content distribution, currently BitTorrent
[ l l ] is a very popular tool. This system is mainly used for
tlie dis(.ribution of stored cont.ent., such as large video files or
software updates. In BitTorrent, files are broken into chunks
and as soon as one peer has downloaded its first piece, it can
start acting ns a providing peer. However, there exist a few
drawbacks as follows: First, when a new peer joins a torrent, it contacts the centralized tracker t o obtain a list of
peers being already involved in the distribution process. As
this subset of peers is randomly chosen, it considers neither the hetrrogeneity of peers rior does i t apply any loadI>ala.ricingmechanism. Furtherrnorc, the centralized tracker
preserits a single point of failure making the system not scal-

able. Another system on multimedia content distribution
is Avalanche [12] that uses network coding [13]. This system utilizes also a centralized server (similar to BitTorrent)
providing a subset of peers already in the system. Having
the Same drawbacks as mentioned before, it is likely t h a t
this system will also benefit from the mechanisms oiitlined
in this paper. T h e utilization of an underlying D H T distribiites the load from a single tracker to the peers in the
DHT and annihilates with this the single point of failure.

3. OUR SOLUTION
In this section we present our solution for DHT-based multimedia streaming. First, we introduce a model for formally
describing the distributed multimedia streaming scenario,
then we present a DHT-based architecture which maintains
the information of multimedia content providers. In Subsection 3.3 and 3.4 we present two solutions how t o assign a
multimedia stream provider to a stream requester. T h e first
solution uses a scoring function t o determine which stream
provider to choose. This scoring function optimizes the decisions for I o d balancing considering the heterogeneity of
the peers. T h e second (stateless) solution chooses randomly
a stream provider.

3.1 Model of the P2P Streaming Scenario
In this section we describe the scenario more formally and
introduce the terminology used in the succeeding sections.
Let C be a streamable multimedia content, which is split u p
in m blocks: Ci, C2, ..., Cm.T h e multimedia content blocks
are stored in a network in which participants provide each
other the desired content. Let P be the set of participants in
the network, then we define the set Wi C_ P, i E (1, ..., m }
for the participants that want t o obtain block Ci and the
set Hi C P, i E {I, ..., m} for the participants that already
Iiave the block Ci.
T h e question we focus on in this paper is: W h a t is the
best strategy for matching peers from Wi t o Hi according
t o a scoring function. T h e scoring function should consider
the load of tlie specific peer (both in regard of local and
contribution load), its online time and its capabilities. This
paper does not focus on the overlay specific routing and
characteristics. With applying a cost function in the matching function, the quality of the decision can be optimized.
T h e quality of the matches is measured by the load distribution in the system: How many service requests has been
processed by which peer. An optimal solution results in a
minimal standard deviation in the load.

3.2 Distributed P2P-based Multimedia
Streaming Architecture
In this subsection we present our architecture for multimedia streaming. One design goal is t o disburden the content
creator by utilizing the bandwidth capabilities of content
consumers as well in the distribution process. We developed
a system architecture taking following design goals into account:
Load balancing: Goal of the architecture is t o provide
a load balancing in the selection of stream providing
peers.
Low overhead: T h e costs for the system, measured in
additional traffic, have to be low (in comparison to
streaming traffic) .

Easy deployment: T h e mechanism has to be applicable
in a mixed environment with peers siipporting and not
siipporting t h e mechanism.
Overlay (DHT) independence: T h e soliition should b e
applicable on any DHT.
Our architecture assumes that the underlying multimedia streaming network provides t h e functionality of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [14]. To any content block C,,
which represents an object in the DHT, a peer can b e identified, which is responsible for this content block. Messages
addressed to a specific object identifier are routed in the
DHT t o the responsible peer. We d o not state further requirements a t t h e DHT, which makes our architecture generally applicable on any DHT.
'I'lie Peer being responsible for a specific content block
C, is called R„ it maintains a list of all peers in H i . Besides mairitaining H,, the responsible peer Ri also receives
requests for Ci, it decides t o which peer in Hi to assign the
streaming tasks. T h e contact address of this C, providing
peer is then replied to the requesting peer. We present two
approaches in the next two subsections regarding whether
further information on t h e peers in H, is maintainecl by R,
or not. Both approcxhes could be used in a mixed scenario,
which makes the architecture easy t o deploy. Using further information enables RZto come t o optimized decisions,
wliile increasing the (traffic) costs for the architecture. We
assume that the providing peers cooperate and announce
their content blocks C, a t the corresponding R,. Security
and incentive issues are not covered in this paper due t o t h e
lack of space.
Consuming peers (in W,) retrieve the multimedia stream
content block by content block (C,) by requesting t h e contact information of streaming peers (in Hi) from the corresponding peers R,. While consuming the multimedia file,
the block index i is increiused and successive blocks are (pre-)
loaded. Focus of our investigations is which information t o
consider and according t o which optimization goal t o chose
a streaming provider.

Online Time I,Ot(t): Uptime of t h e corresponding peer.
Considering this parameter, t h e power of peers staying
only online for a short time [I51 can b e used more
intensively which benefits peers that stay online longer.
This incites the peers t o remain in t h e network.

Two Approaches for Information Updates
There are two approaches for building a system, t h a t relies on distributed information. Either information is used
proactively or reactively. In a push model peers update their
information in specific intervals proactively a t the peers responsible for blocks they provide. This can lead t o a high
traffic overhead in a system, in which queries are rare. In
a pul1 model peers send their status information reactively
on dernand. This solutions results in increased query costs,
but decreases the update costs. O u r solution follows t h e
proactive approach, as t h e distributed multimedia streaming scenario states a high frequency of queries. T h e overhead
can be adapted by tuning t h e parameter t a , which is t h e frequency in which updates are transmitted by peer p t o Ri for
all i E (1, ..., m ) with p E H i .

Task Assignment for Streaming
We assurne t h a t all peers p E P are connected t o R, for
all i E 1, ...,m with p E Hi. In a frequency of t~ each
peer p transmits its updated information vector IVp t o R,.
When a peer k E Wi wants to obtain a specific content
block C, it sends a query t o Ri asking for a peer providing
Ci. T h e Peer Ri determines from all peers in Hi one peer t o
recommend, using a scoring function c,?(p,t ) : P X Time +
IR,which calculates the costs for choosing a specific peer.
T h e scoring/costs of a Peer is value depicting t h e adequacy
of t h e peer for being recommended. T h e peer with t h e lowest
costs is chosen by being considered to b e the fittest. By
taking the peer characteristics into account t h e most suitable
peer for providing the requested multimedia stream can be
determined.
We define c,*(p,t) (and s) in the following way:

3.3 Assignment Using a Scoring Function
Each responsible peer Ri maintains the information of t h e
offered content blocks (Ci). This information contains in
a block-centric view the contact addresses of peers in H,,.
Additionally, Ri maintains the state and information of all
peers in Hi as well. T h e peers in Hi periodically announce
their state a t the corresponding Ri. Following information
vector IV, is maintained per peer (p E Hi) in dependency
of the time t E T:
Active Tasks I,AT(t): Number of tasks already performed for the systeni. This parnmeter can be used t o
optimize t h e system regarding load balancing.
Local Tasks IkT(t): Estimation of local load (e.g. number of act,ive- processes in relation t o the computing
power). With this parameter, the system can adapt. t o
the heterogeneity of the peers. Assigning fewer tasks
t o weaker peers keeps t h e system stable.
Bandwidth quality IFq(t): This parameter shows the
network conditions of the providing peer. Peers with
low bandwidth capabilities are identified and the system ca.n adapt to unburden tliem. Coping with bandwidth heterogeneity is a key question in upcoming mobile streaming applications.

.

After calculating t h e costs for each Peer providing t h e
desired content, t h e peer R i sends a message back t o t h e
querying peer, recommending the most suitable multimedia
stream provider. T h e streaming of multimedia content from
a peer in Hi t o a Peer in W, generates much more load
on the peers (in Hi) than assigning the request by R, t o a
peer in Hi. T h e balancing of the (higher) streaming load
compensates for the dispatching load on t h e D H T peers. In
Section 4 we investigated t h e impact of t h e choice of cri t o
cr4. T h e results show t h a t by tuning these parameters, t h e
load distribution in the system can be decreased by 53%.
T h e scoring function can be extended by various more parameters, for example taking QoS requirements into account
as well. In addition, overlay bandwidth management mechanisms [16] can b e used t o increase further t h e provided
quality of service.

3.4 Stateless Assignment
We present a stateless solution that is similar t o current
approaches in P2P-based multimedia streaming [17]. This
solution assumes t h e existence of a responsible Peer Ri per

content block in the DHT as well, which maintains the information about the offered content blocks Ci. T h e stateless
solution stores no additiona,l information on the peer chara<:leristics. Peers requesting a specific content block (Ci)
c o n t x t Ri using the D H T and request the address of any
peer p E Hi.T h e peer Ri responds with the network address
of a peer chosen randomly from the set of the peers offering
Ci.After this step, peer R, updates its internal information
on Ni and Wi. This stateless solution results in less traffic
overhead, is easy t o deploy and provicies I o d balancing as
well.

3.5 Summary
We presented a DHT-based architecture for multimedia
streaming. T h e multimedia content is split u p in content
blocks, for which indiviclually a responsible peer in the D H T
is assigned. This peer maintains a list of peers providing the
specific content block. Providing peers periodically update
their status information a t these responsible peers. Based
on a scoring function, the responsible peer calculates which
peer should be utilized t o stream a requested content block.
As the scoring function considers the status information of
the peers, Lhe load of the peers can be balanced and the
heterogeneity of the peers taken into account. In the next
step, we present the evaluation of our architecture and the
parameters of the scoring function.

4.

EVALUATION

In this Section, we present the performance memurement
of our architecture. First, we describe the simulation setup
and the used metrics, before we present and discuss the simulation results.

4.1 Simulation Setup
Oiir scenario is inspired hy the multimedia streaming recjuirernents of today's platforms. In today's content distribution networks like BitTorrent [ll]there are only tens t o
one Iiundred peers requesting a file [18] a t a time. \Ve therefore focus on the streaming strategy for nlultimedia content
u p to 100 participants, the simulat.ion setup consists OE 25,
50, 75 and 100 peers. For each request a Peer in the network is chosen, which then states a query for one chunk it
is looking for.
We chose the P 2 P simulator PeerfactSim.KOM [19] for
evaluating our architecture, it focuses on inter-dependencies
I~etweenvarious layers in a P 2 P systems. We extended the
simulator with both solutions and adapted the user layer t o
define tlie content preference distribution of the peers. Focus
of the evalriation is the load balancing of the multimedia
content provisioning peers. We investigate t,he load on the
peers resulting from the reqiiest allocation strategy.

4.2 Metrics
For the rating of the quality of the solutions we have choscn metrics focusing on the obtained load balancing and the
traffic overhead generated. We measure the load of providing peers in form of number of requests allocated to them by
a peer R, in the D H T responsible for a content block. T h e
distribution of the allocated requests shows how well the
syst.eni is balanced in terms of load. We use the standard
deviation of th,e load distrib~itionas a metric for fairness in
request assignment. Further we use the dijyerence between
the costs for using the solution bmed on the scoring function

and the stateless solution as a n indicator for the impact of
the scoring function parameters (1.1 t o a4. In order t o investigate the impact of the update frequency t~ we rneasure
the average error rate in relation to the update interval. We
identify the tradeoff between the error rate and the traffic
ovcrhead for keeping information u p t e d a t e . We define the
term Profit. for a metric M as the ratio of additional costs for
the stateless solution (RND) in comparison to the solution
using the scoring function (SF):

By measuring the profit, we identify the quality gain when
using the scoring function.

4.3 Simulation Results
Before presenting the simulation results, we give a brief
outline on the structure of this section. We present in the
next subsection the impact of the parameters a, on the costs
for task assignment in the system. With this evaluation step,
we identify a Setting for the ai to use for the next investigations on tlie effects of an increasing number of participants
and requests in the system. We show in Subsection 4.3 t h a t
with increasing number of peers our solution results in an
increasing profit in comparison to the stateless solution. In
this subsection we present the correlation of the traffic costs
on the freshness of the information and show t h a t the error
rate and traffic costs are nearly linearly anti-proportional.
The freshness of the information and with this the traffic
overhead can be adapted to any specific scenario linearly.

Parameters ai in the Scoring Function C , ( . , .)
In order t o evaluate the load distribution on the peers, we
first investigated parameters in the scoring function C,?(., .)
defined in Equation 1. We varied ai and (1.2 in the scoring function, as they represent the impact of the number
of active and local tasks. 'i'able 1 shows five setups for ai
and how they affect the profit of the system according to
the scoring/cost function. We focused on the variation of
the parameters concerning load-balancing. T h e impact of
these parameters on the function is as important as the impact of the parameters concerning the heterogeneity of the
peers. We therefore varied the impact of the load balancing
parameters (1.1 and a2, which have a sum of 50% in total.
T h e parameters a3 and a 4 modeling the heterogeneity of
the peers are both set t o 25%. However, these parameters
can be tuned as well in order t o meet the requirements of a
given scenario.
Figure 1 shows the task allocation distribution for a content block using this five setups in a scenario with 100 peers
and 100 service requests in total. T h e Figure shows that
with increasing impact of 01 the deviation in t h e load distribution decreases. T h e parameter ai represents the number of allocated tasks t o a peer. By giving more impact on
this parameter, load balancing is improved a t the expense of
the heterogeneity of the peers having less effect on the task
allocation.
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Variation in the Number of Peers and Requests
With t h e variation of a,, we identified a suitable parameter
setting with ai = 45%, az = 5%, 013 = 25% and a4 = 25%.
ßased on these values we investigated the impact of the numher of peers and niimber of requests in the system. We varied
t h e number of peers from 25, 50, 75 t o 100 and investigated
tlie profit in a system with 25 requests (see Table 2). \Ve
also irivestigated t,he profit of our solution in comparison to
the stateless solution in a system in which the number of
peers and requests are equal, e.g. 50 peers and 50 requests.
'i'he profit of our solution (by applying the scoring/cost function t o the chosen peers) is clepicted in Table 2. T h e table
shows t h a t our solution oubperforms the stateless soliition
by at least. 36%. Wit,h increasing number of peers the profit
grows t o 109.84%, i.e. the decisions resulting Erom the reference solution cost 109.84% more in relation to the results of
our solutiori. With increasing number of peers and reqiiests,
the profi1 increases as well.

T h e metric LBS represents the ratio hy which the deviation in the number of allocated tasks per peer is decreased
when using our solution. T h e Table 3 shows t h a t the Load
Balancing Saving metric increases with increasing number
of peers and requests. This is due t o t h e increased number
of peers t h e scoring function can take into account, based
on a higher number of candidates better peers can b e choSen using t h e scoring function. T h e table shows t h a t the
lo,d balancing can be increased by 53%, even better results
can be expected in a system and scenario t h a t involves more
participating peers.
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Figure 2: Load Distribution in the System with
Varying Mechanism and Number of Peers

Table 2: Profit with Varying Number of Peers

Tradeoff: TrafJic Costs and Information Freshaess

We investigated the load distribution in the system in relation t o an increasing number of peers and requests in the
system. In the multimedia streaming scenario, we aimecl
both on taking the heterogeneity of the peers into account,
hut still have a load balanced system. T h e results of the
simulations are shown in Table 3 performed for 25, 50, 75
and 100 peers and t h e Same number of requests per setup.
T h e number of tasks assigned t o a peer is also shown in
Figilre 2 in the columns labeled with 0 to 7.
T h e figure shows that the deviation in the task distribution is smaller using t h e scoring function (SF) in allocating requests for multimedia content. Assigning randomly
(RND) a peer providing the requested multimedia content,
leads to more variation. This effect can b e best Seen in t.he
two right columns of Table 3. We denoted the standard
deviation U in the number of allocated tasks and the Load
Balancing Savirig LBS. T h e mean ni~mberof allocatecl tasks
per peer is in any case the same as the numbers of peers and
requests are in all setups equal. T h e metric LBS is defined
a
q tlie profit in tlie st,andard deviation

LBS =

URND - O S F

URND

(3)

Having proved t h e performance of our solution leads us t o
investigating the costs. Information on the multimedia content providers has t o b e maintained a t t h e peers responsible
for the specific multimedia content block in the DHT. K e e p
ing this information fresh requires frequent updates. We investigated the trafic overhead resulting from varying update
intervals and how this effects the error rate of the information. T h e error is measured as maximum difference between
the real value a t a specific peer and the information about
this value stored a t the last update on t h e corresponding
content block maintainer. T h e interval for t h e error rate is
from 0 t o 2. Figure 3 shows a scenario of 100 peers and
100 requests. T h e number of messages (left y-axis) resulting from various update intervals (X-axis) decreases with increasing update intervals as greater update intervals mean
less frequent updates and with this less traffic overhead. T h e
error rate of the information (right Y-axis) increases with increasing update intervals. However, the normalized product
of the number of messages and the error rate does not vary
much, hoth metrics are nearly anti-proportional.
In order t o result in better streani assignment decisions
(measured by the scoring function), our solutions generates

traffic overhead for the information updates. However, as
the information sent by the peers in Hi a t R, for updating
their state consist only of a few values, the generated update
traffic is small. In comparison to this srnall traffic overhead.
the streamed multimedia content is assiimed to be large in
size. The scoring function leads to load balancing of the
huge multirnedia streams by generating small information
iipdate traffic a t the DHT peers. The exact ratio of benefit
in lo,d halancing in comparison to the reqiiired update traffic depends not only on the update traffic, but also on the
network size and the request frequency.
Depending on the criticality of the freshness of the information and Llie information type, a traffic optimal update
interval can be chosen. There is inflection point in the relation between the nurnher of messages and the error rate,
so that the update interval (and with that the costs for our
solution) may even adapt continuously to the reqiiirements
in a specific scenario.
Error Rate lo Simulalion Time

Update l n t e ~ a l

F i g u r e 3: Tradeoff b e t w e e n M e s s a g e O v e r h e a d a n d
Information Quality

5. CONCLUSION
Multimedia streaming of mostly user generated data is an
ongoing trencl, not only since the upcoming of Last.fm and
YouTube. Future applications rnay support strearning of
haptics as well [20]. Due to the distrihuted creation of rnultimedia content we investigate in this paper, how to build
an architecture that is distrihutecl, lo'ad-halanced and takes
t,he heterogeneity of the participating nodes into account.
The contrihution of the paper is an architecture, which relies on a Distributed Hash Tahle, as it is common in today's
P 2 P syst,ems. We assume that the niultimedia content is
split up in content blocks. Our design is independent of any
specific DHT, we assume that for any content block a peer in
the DHT is responsible. This peer maintains a list of peers,
that provide the content block, and responses to qiieries of
peers asking for the specific content blocl<. We propose to
use a scoring function taking parameters for heterogeneity
(bandwidth quality, online duration) and I o d halancing (active and local tasks) of the peers into account. This scoring
function decides which peer to assign tlie streaming request
to. We evaluate oiir solution in comparison to a stateiess
solution. Evaluation shows that our solution outperforms
tlie reference soliition by saving u p t,o a profit. of 109% and
that load balancing in the system can be improved hy 53%.
By identifying traffic costs and tradeoffs between the er-

ror rate of the information and traffic overhead, we have
shown that the performance and costs of the solution can
be adapted nearly linearly to any scenario. By additionally
tuning the system to support the heterogeneity of the nodes
in the system our solution leacls t o a load balanced multimedia strearning system, which makes it applicable for a wide
range of scenarios.
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